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Kushmanda’s Special Programmes for
HCS (Ex.Br.) Exam2016 Interview:

 Special Programme -1
Kushmanda “Self Evaluation Program” for Interview (distance
learning programme )

 Special Programme -2
KUSHMANDA “MOCK INTERVIEWS” PROGRAMME FOR
HCS(EX.BR.)EXAM 2016

HCS (Ex.Br.) & Other Allied Services  Examination 2016 (Interview)
Tips:

Interview Questions: Basic Questions that you should be prepared to
answer-Preparation for the Interview is a continuous process. In an interview, theinterviewer is trying to ascertain if you are fit for the job.  You need to showthat you are skilled for the job. There are several basic question that youare likely to be asked in interview.  You should prepare for these questionsand have convincing answers already worked out.HCS (Haryana Civil Services) Exam Interview is a part of final round ofselections into the prestigious HCS (ExBr). It is heartening that most of thequestions asked in the interview are on the expected lines. Candidates canprepare for them well in advance to secure a decent result. Aspirants fail tounderstand the significance of common questions. Here are the 3 mostcommonly asked questions in HPSC interviews.

a) Tell us about yourself?This is the first question you may be asked. This question will helpthe interviewers about yourself better. It gives them the firstimpression of the candidate. Make sure that you talk about youreducation, family, upbringing, employment, etc, in a crisp manner.You may take a minute for introducing yourself but it should bereduced to a maximum of 2 minutes.
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The interviewer is not asking for your autobiography so try to keepthe information regarding your background crisp and to the point.Do not just rattle off random information about yourself but keepfocused on the main highlights of your resume.1.Start with your educational qualification (training and the degrees)you have obtained.  Focus more on the qualifications that pertain tothe job that you are interviewing for.2.Speak about your work experience and each of your jobs briefly.Focus on what you skills you have learnt from them and how theywill be of benefit to the role that you are interviewing for.   Speakabout your main responsibilities and achievements at each of thepositions.  Also try to show how you have grown professionally ineach of the jobs.3.Highlight your important strengths and achievements as you arediscussing your background.4.If there is something unusual in your in your background, highlightit here.  This could include hobbies, musical instruments you play,languages that you learnt etc.
b) Why do you want to join Haryana Civil Services?This question is asked to check the seriousness and inclination of thecandidates. interviewers get a good idea about the frame of mind ofthe candidate by studying his response. It is important to keep theresponse to 2-3 points. Giving only one cause may become counter-productive if it is not supported by strong reasoning. Multiple pointscan help but keep it within limits so that you can explain them well.
c) What are your hobbies?This is very crucial part because it gives them an opportunity tounderstand your personality in concrete terms. By telling yourhobbies you are actually telling them the common things you do inyour life. you should not tell lies in this part. It may be that you don'thave any serious hobby. In this case, you should mention at least onehobby which you have good interest in. You can cover it up by doing athorough research on it before the interview.
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d) Other Simple Interview Question List

I. In Depth knowledge about the State, District ,City and village you
come fromQuestions will be asked about the state, district, city, andvillage you come from. So collect some knowledge about yourstate, city and district.

II. Be in Touch With Current Affairs and other Latest DevelopmentsYou will be asked a lot of questions about current affairs andstate of the country. Thus keep updating yourself with thethings going around the world. You must know what ishappening in the state,country and around the world.
III. Do Not Forget what your wrote in your Mains ExamYou will only come for the interview after successfully clearing thewritten mains exam. So while you give interview you will be askedwhat you did in your mains. So remember and revise what you didthere.IV. Be thorough with your mains form. Generate many questions fromit and think unique answers to them. Ask your friends to have a lookat your mains form & ask you whatever comes to their mind. Givelogical, rational & realistic answer. Ask their views. Get feedbackabout your expression, body language etc.
V. Questions may be asked from Your BA/MA/MSC etc subjects.

VI. Questions may be asked from Your current job.

VII. Questions relating to your name, your college or school studies
are also a big possibility.

VIII. Relating to your name. Any famous personality who has a
similar or same name or surname.

IX. Also learn up about important events on the year or date of your
birth.
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X. How you are going to use your specific knowledge(like if you are
a doctor, lawyer, engineer etc) in the services.

XI. Situational questions. Like If you were the collector/SP of Panipat,what would you do after the Bomb Blast in train, samjhauta express?
XII. Choice of services. The order of your choice of services can raise

questions too.

XIII. From your form. You must go through the form you have filled
because most questions will arise from there. If you have
changed subjects, mentioned anything out of the way, watch out
for questions on them. Interviewers take cue from the form you
have filled.

Some other Interview Tips:a) Try to appear your best at the Interview. Your appearance shouldconvey that you have taken the interview seriously. Do not try toturn up in the interview in a manner that does not suit you. Somebasics in grooming will help.a. Well Groomed Hairb. Well Pressed Shirtc. Polished Shoesb) Answer clearly and directly. Spell out your ideas as clearly as youcan.  Also try to substantiate your ideas with examples.  Don't beoverly wordy and try to keep your answers to the point.  Do not try todeviate too much from the question.c) Do not be argumentative. Present your viewpoint and beprofessional. If you do not agree with something the Interviewer hassaid do not spurn it as invalid. Learn to understand their point ofview even if it clashed with your own. This does not mean that youneed to accept their point of view.d) Address the Interviewer politely. It is always polite to refer to theInterviewer as SIR or Maam. You can also address them theirSurname (Mr. XXX or Mrs. XXX). Do not use terms such as Honey,Girl, Dude, Yaar etc.
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e) Be Confident. Be confident, you have prepared well and this shouldshow in your confidence level in the interview.
Haryana  Civil Services Personality Test /Mock interview1. The CSAT  has been the source of all controversy surrounding thepreliminary examination to civil services(IAS).  What do you think,Isit required to scrap out the Optional Subject(Preliminary exam) fromthe HCS(Ex.Br.) Preliminary 2016? (QUESTION ON HCS NEWPATTERN)2. In your opinion, is the new pattern better than the previous one andwill it suffice the demands of transparency seekers? (QUESTION ONHCS NEW PATTERN)3. What is Bitcoin and how does it work? Is it legal? Who's behind it? Isit safe?4. What is “Thed Mohalla” Issue in Haryana?5. How much Subsidy/financial assistance will Haryana Governmentprovide to “Kailash Mansarovar Yatra’Pilgrimage?6. Which committee was set up by Haryana government to inquire intothe acts of “omission and commission” on the part of civil and policeofficers during the Jat quota agitation?7. What was the reason behind 20000 crore INR loss of haryana duringjat agitation? What happened in haryana during this protest?8. What is the real reason behind Jat agitation in India?9. What  are the main problems with Haryana economy these days?
CONTINUED........
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For more questions/interview tips send us mail request or call us. Email us
your biodata/mains form.

Special Programme-1:

Kushmanda Self Evaluation for Interview (distance learning
programme ):

 Evaluate yourself through Kushmanda’s 700-800 interview questions .
 Through our the interview Question Answers you should do a thorough

self evaluation and identify any areas that need improvement. Every
interview Question is an opportunity to hone your interview skills.

 Most of candidates are not prepared for interview in advance .they are
either not sure of getting through or do not know exactly how to
prepare for the interview.

 Mail us your complete profile like your hobbies, your city name,date of
birth, your state, college name,school name,12th subjects,graduation
etc. We will provide you 700-800 question-answer HPSC Interview
2016, on them specially prepared and designed only for you.

 Fee : Rs 6000/-
 We would take around 3-4 days to deliver the material in India

from the day we receive your online payment /DD/cheque.(CASH
ON DELIVERY AVAILABLE)

FOR ANY POSTAL MATERIAL RELATED QUERY OR TO KNOW THE
STATUS OF MATERIAL ORDERED, KINDLY SEND EMAIL
USkushmandaeducation@gmail.com
Or call us 08607570992,09728926678
We have an edge over others in Distance Learning Programs through
our unique teaching and learning techniques.KUSHMANDA HCS/IAS ACADEMY
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KUSHMANDAEDUCATIONSERVICESPVT LTDC-100, TDI CITY,PANIPATHARYANAHelpline: 08607570992, 09728926678
Special Programme-2:KUSHMANDA MOCK INTERVIEWS PROGRAMME FOR
HCS(EX.BR.)EXAM 2016We are glad to inform you that Kushmanda HCS/IAS Academy isconducting Mock Interviews with experienced interviewers along with thevideo Analysis.
Mock Interview Schedule:
TOTAL EIGHT MOCK INTERVIEWS
FEE: Rs 1000/Mock Interview

Date Time

20th July 2016 11AM - 1PM

21th July 2016 11AM - 1PM

22th July 2016 11AM - 1PM

23th July 2016 11AM - 1PM

25th July 2016 11AM - 1PM

26th July 2016 11AM - 1PM

27th July 2016 11AM - 1PM

28th July 2016 11AM - 1PMInterview test is third stage in HCS examination.
About HPSC interview:• The candidate will be interviewed by a Board who will have before thema record of his/her career.• He/she will be asked questions on matters of general interest.• The object of the interview is to assess the personal suitability of the
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candidate for a career in public service by a Board of competent andunbiased observers.• The test is intended to judge the mental caliber of a candidate.• In broad terms this is really an assessment of not onlyhis/her intellectual qualities but also social traits and his/her interestin current affairs.Some of the qualities to be judged are:
♦ mental alertness
♦ critical powers of assimilation
♦ clear and logical exposition
♦ balance of judgment
♦ variety and depth of interest
♦ ability for social cohesion and leadership
♦ intellectual and moral integrity• The technique of the interview is not that of a strict cross-examinationbut of a natural, though directed and purposive conversation which isintended to reveal the mental qualities of the candidate.• The interview test is not intended to be a test either of the specialized
or general knowledge of the candidates which has been already testedthrough their written papers.• Candidates are expected to have taken an intelligent interest not only intheir special subjects of academic study but also in the events which are
happening around them both within and outside their own state or
country as well as in modern currents of thought and in new
discoveries which should rouse the curiosity of well educated youth.So it is imperative for a student to understand what HPSC expects from acandidate in HARYANA Civil Service Exam interview.
KUSHMANDA HCS/IAS ACADEMYKUSHMANDAEDUCATIONSERVICESPVT LTDC-100, TDI CITY,PANIPATHARYANAHelpline: 08607570992, 09728926678


